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Conventional propulsion technology (chemical and electric) currently
limits the possibilities for human space exploration to the neighborhood
of the Earth. If farther destinations (such as Mars) are to be reached
with humans on board, a more capable interplanetary transfer engine
featuring high thrust, high speci¦c impulse is required. The source of
energy which could in principle best meet these engine requirements is
nuclear thermal. However, the nuclear thermal rocket technology is not
yet ready for §ight application. The development of new materials which
is necessary for the nuclear core will require further testing on ground
of full-scale nuclear rocket engines. Such testing is a powerful inhibitor
to the nuclear rocket development, as the risks of nuclear contamination
of the environment cannot be entirely avoided with current concepts.
Alongside already further matured activities in the ¦eld of space nuclear
power sources for generating on-board power, a low level investigation
on nuclear propulsion has been running since long within ESA, and innovative concepts have already been proposed at an IAF conference in
1999 [1, 2]. Following a slow maturation process, a new concept was
de¦ned which was submitted to a concurrent design exercise in ESTEC
in 2007. Great care was taken in the selection of the design parameters
to ensure that this quite innovative concept would in all respects likely
be feasible with margins. However, a thorough feasibility demonstration
will require a more detailed design including the selection of appropriate
materials and the veri¦cation that these can withstand the expected mechanical, thermal, and chemical environment. So far, the prede¦nition
work made clear that, based on conservative technology assumptions,
a speci¦c impulse of 920 s could be obtained with a thrust of 110 kN.
Despite the heavy engine dry mass, a preliminary mission analysis using conservative assumptions showed that the concept was reducing the
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required Initial Mass in Low Earth Orbit compared to conventional nuclear thermal rockets for a human mission to Mars. Of course, the realization of this concept still requires proper engineering and the dimensioning of quite unconventional machinery. A patent was ¦led on the
concept. Because of the operating parameters of the nuclear core, which
are very speci¦c to this type of concept, it seems possible to test on
ground this kind of engine at full scale in close loop using a reasonable size test facility with safe and clean conditions. Such tests can be
conducted within fully con¦ned enclosure, which would substantially increase the associated inherent nuclear safety levels. This breakthrough
removes a showstopper for nuclear rocket engines development. The
present paper will disclose the NTER (Nuclear Thermal Electric Rocket)
engine concept, will present some of the results of the ESTEC concurrent engineering exercise, and will explain the concept for the NTER
on-ground testing facility. Regulations and safety issues related to the
development and implementation of the NTER concept will be addressed
as well.

1

INTRODUCTION

The present paper focuses on interorbital propulsion, i. e., the propulsion needed
to escape Earth orbit and conduct space exploration, including return to Earth.
For such missions, the optimization of the interorbital propulsion is a key driver
for the overall mission cost, as the slightest performance gains on the interplanetary transfer engine has huge impacts on the size of the required Earth departure
means.
The typical advantage of chemical propulsion is to provide a high spacecraft
acceleration for a low engine mass, while electric propulsion may be preferred for
its higher speci¦c impulse whenever thrust can be applied for a long time without detrimental e¨ect on the payload. Research and development (R&D) strives
to mitigate the shortcomings and pushes the limits of each type of propulsion.
However, even taking into account the anticipated progresses of these technologies, a part of the long-term space exploration needs may lie beyond the physical
limits of those conventional propulsion means.
Human exploration of space beyond the Moon orbit generates mission constraints which neither chemical nor electric propulsion can satisfy. The time of
the interplanetary travel must remain su©ciently short to keep the space radiation e¨ects to an acceptable level. The crew endures not only a cumulated
radiation dose proportional to the duration of their travel at ¦rst order approximation, but also takes a proportionally cumulated risk of being hit by a solar
§are or meteorite. Furthermore, on a long interplanetary ballistic trajectory, the
crew cannot be left in a waiting mode and without e¨ective means to in§uence
decisively their fate, especially when facing nonnominal situations. It is mandatory to give them a propulsion mean on which they can rely to implement their
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decisions to restore their nominal mission or initiate a safeguard alternative and
monitor the e¨ect of their action within short delay.

2

NUCLEAR PROPULSION STATE-OF-THE-ART

Nucleothermal rocket propulsion (Fig. 1) was developed both in the U.S. and
in Russia aiming to satisfy the simultaneous need for high thrust and high speci¦c impulse. The nuclear propulsion development e¨orts lasted in the U.S.
from 1955 until 1972. Twenty rockets and furnaces were successfully ground
tested in the frame of the KIWI and NERVA programs. The NERVA-NRX/XE,
which featured Uranium carbide fuel core coated with Zirconium carbide, was
the ground-quali¦ed model the closest to a §ight model.
The nuclear thermal propulsion development e¨orts started also in 1955 in
Russia but lasted until 1989. Several engines (RD-0140, RD-0411, and RD410) were designed in CIS and their nuclear fuel elements based on ternary
carbide twisted ribbons were successfully tested; however, not as part of an
engine system.
More recent conceptual studies were conducted in the U.S., which are not
yet tested at engine system level. The core technology investigations led to the
ceramic-metallic (CERMET) fuel in a fast neutron reactor. This solution o¨ers
better resistance to hydrogen corrosion and a lighter design, but further work is
still needed to reduce ¦ssion gas swelling e¨ects in the fuel.
At system level, bimodal engines were investigated in the U.S. and in Russia
to deliver electric energy to the spacecraft during cruise, for example, to keep the
hydrogen in liquid state, and also to mitigate the hydrogen consumption during
the nuclear core startup/shutdown transients.
In Europe, ELDO started in 1968 the study of a nuclear upper stage for
the Europa-3 launcher. Belgonucleaire S. A. started preliminary testing in 1968
using UO2 coated particles. This development was stopped in 1973 with the

Figure 1 The NERVA NTR engine
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termination of all ELDO activities and reorganization of European launcher
activities. Some conceptual design work on nuclear propulsion also started in
Europe with the French MAPS program in 1995, but this e¨ort did not result
in any hardware fabrication or testing [3].

3

ESA£S INITIAL IDEAS TO UPGRADE
THE NUCLEOTHERMAL PROPULSION
PERFORMANCE

Several ideas were already investigated in the 1990s, in particular by Aerojet in
the U.S., to take advantage of the unlimited power available from the nuclear core
to increase the speci¦c impulse of the engine as compared to what is obtained
by a simple heat transfer to the hydrogen. These studies were stopped in view
of the complexity of the thermal machines involved and their consequent mass.
Along these lines, ESA proposed its ¦rst ideas in 1999, which consisted in
using the electric power obtainable from a bimodal engine to heat the hydrogen
plasma supersonic exhaust by electric induction [1, 4]. This nuclear inductive
concept is recalled in Fig. 2.

Figure 2 The nuclear inductive concept (theoretical performance without O2 : Isp
= 930 s and Thrust = 64 kN)
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One particular bene¦t of the idea was the synergy and e©ciency gain, which
was achieved by using as a cold source for the Brayton cycle the incoming cryogenic propellant. The variants of this concept included mixed chemical/nuclear
inductive propulsion to increase the thrust when necessary, to the detriment of
the speci¦c impulse.
The nuclear inductive concept o¨ered some advantages, such as a high expected speci¦c impulse (930 s) despite a moderate core temperature (hydrogen
temperature at the nuclear core exit of 2200 K). It produced large thrust (64 kN)
at the highest Isp , while the mixed chemical/nuclear variant was o¨ering the possibility to further multiply the thrust level by a factor of 3 at the expense of a
large speci¦c impulse decrease (480 s). Since according to this concept, the additional energy was introduced in the supersonic zone of the exhaust §ow where the
§ow is already cooling down, no part of the engine had to sustain a temperature
equal to the stagnation temperature of the exhaust §ow.
However, the concept also presented a number of weaknesses: mainly, its complexity and anticipated dry mass, but also the development risks which resulted
from the nonwell mastered physics of the electric induction in the supersonic
hydrogen plasma. Induction heating experience does exist at relevant pressure
with various gases at VKI in Belgium, but not in supersonic conditions. While
further fundamental research is worthwhile to consolidate and identify the limits
of the supersonic plasma induction idea (in particular, with respect of the plasma
thermal nonequilibrium e¨ects), it was prudent to search for a variant of this
concept, which would suppress the biggest identi¦ed drawbacks and mitigate the
remaining weaknesses.

4

THE NUCLEAR THERMAL ELECTRIC ROCKET
CONCEPT

From 2000 till 2007, the nuclear inductive concept went through a slow maturation process during which the inductive heating of the supersonic exhaust
plasma was proposed to be replaced by conductive heating of the hydrogen in
the subsonic area. This change removed all uncertainties and most potential
ine©ciencies associated to the nonwell mastered plasma physical behavior.
A major goal of this evolution was also to reduce the engine dry mass; therefore, the transmission of energy from the Brayton cycle to the hydrogen had to
be simpli¦ed. In this respect, an innovative device called turboinductor, which is
the object of a European patent has been described [5]. This new device reshapes
the whole engine architecture, whose name becomes now the NTER engine. The
description in this paper of the concept will not detail the nuclear core design,
as there is presently no on-going activity in this domain at ESA, but will cover
only with the thermomechanical device, which is installed around the core that
is meant to increase the engine performance.
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Figure 3 The NTER concept
Figure 3 shows the NTER concept around a CERMET-type nuclear core.
Indeed, the remaining fuel swelling problems of this type of core must be resolved
before this type of core can eventually be selected. In case the CERMET-type
nuclear core in the end cannot be retained, another variant of the NTER is
described in Fig. 6 (see below), which builds on the older but already proven
NERVA-derived nuclear core and proposes a work-around solution to the now
well understood hydrogen corrosion problem.
Two main §uid circuits, hydrogen and helium, are shown in Fig. 3:
(1) the cryogenic hydrogen is ¦rst pumped at high pressure and then §ows
through a heat exchanger to be used as cold source for the Brayton cycle.
At the exit of the exchanger, the warm hydrogen can optionally provide
some cooling to the throat area to protect the throat from excessive heating. At this point, the hydrogen enters the nuclear core at a temperature
beyond 540 K. It is heated by the nuclear core up to an assumed temperature 2550 K, which takes into account ample margin with respect to the
CERMET core technology. Then the hydrogen §ows through the longi298
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tudinal channels of a turboinductor, described in Fig. 5 (see below). Its
temperature is increased to 3250 K by convection. Finally, the hydrogen is
exhausted through a nozzle to produce the thrust; and
(2) a Brayton cycle using helium is implemented. The cold source is the heat
exchanger with the cryogenic hydrogen where helium is cooled down to 75 K
(condensation prevents using additional xenon). Helium is then pumped at
high pressure and then heated by the nuclear core §owing through bimodallike dedicated channels. The heat exchange through these channels is tuned
such that the helium temperature remains with margins below the temperature limit for the turbine stages, which are installed in the turboinductor
placed downstream. At the exit of the turboinductor, helium is further
expanded through two turbines, which drive the two pumps, and returns
to the hydrogen heat exchanger.
Two auxiliary circuits are also shown in Fig. 3:
(1) a helium bleed circuit which picks helium at the exit of the pump around
430 K and feeds the cooling circuits of the turboinductor to maintain its
bearings and electric subsystems at acceptable temperature; and
(2) taking advantage of the already implemented bimodal architecture of the
nuclear core, an optional bimodal circuit can be installed by adding a space
radiator in order to provide electric power when the propulsion is o¨. This
circuit also helps to manage the thermal transients of the core during the
propulsion startup and shutdown.
The overall §uid and power §ows are presented in Fig. 4. Roughly two
thirds of the nuclear core power are used to heat the hydrogen in a conventional
nuclear thermal manner, while one third enters the Brayton cycle. Of this power
input, roughly one third is ine©ciency energetic loss rejected to the propellant
as hydrogen §ow preheating, while two thirds are used by the turboinductor to
provide the propellant ¦nal heating. Energy losses of this conversion are coming
back into the Brayton cycle and are added to its cycle losses. The overall excellent
e©ciency of the Brayton cycle is a consequence of the very cold temperature of
the Brayton cycle cold source and of the very high temperature of its hot source.
The turboinductor, which is the innovative part of the concept, operates as
shown in Fig. 5.
Several successive turbine stages are installed on individual bearings and are
freely rotating without any mechanical power transmission. These turbine stages
are powered by the helium expansion. Two consecutive turbine stages are contrarotating. No stator is therefore needed, which avoids the energy losses due
to stator stages. At the tip of the turbine blades, a ring is installed which bears
coils creating radial magnetic ¦elds. One coil can be installed between two consecutive blades. Two consecutive coils on a ring present opposing poles. The
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Figure 4 Overall §uid and power §ows

Figure 5 The turboinductor stages
ring constitutes basically the rotor of an alternator, but no magnetic core is installed due to the high local temperature (which would disable any ferromagnetic
property) and to the high local acceleration.
Longitudinal channels are installed around the rings, which duct the hot hydrogen from the nuclear core towards the nozzle. These channels are coated
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internally with tungsten. At any channel location, a longitudinally and radially
variable magnetic ¦eld is generated by the coils installed on the nearby contrarotating turbine stages. As a consequence, Foucault currents are created in
the tungsten coating along transverse and orthoradial planes. These currents
heat the tungsten by ohmic e¨ect which, in turn, heats the hydrogen by convection.
Given the excess of power available from the Brayton cycle, the 3250-kelvin
limit to the hydrogen stagnation temperature as shown in Fig. 3 is imposed
by the melting of the tungsten. This technology limit sets the speci¦c impulse
of the engine. Much higher performance could be obtained, if no tungsten is
installed in front of the last turbine stages where the hydrogen temperature
exceeds 3250 K; then induction and heating would occur directly in the hydrogen
subsonic plasma. For this higher performance, but still unproven variant, the
energy transfer e©ciency of the additional direct induction turbine stages would
have to be determined through additional R&D.
In the case the CERMET-type fast neutron nuclear core cannot ¦nally be
retained due to technological hurdles, the NERVA-derived epithermal neutron
core still remains a valid candidate as it has been tested on a rocket model on
ground in the 1960s, but the problem discovered during these tests, which is
the problem of core erosion by hydrogen, needs to be resolved. The NERVAderived core design features a graphite core matrix protected from the hydrogen
§ow by a zirconium carbide coating. This coating is applied by chemical vapor
deposition at 1500 K. Due to the thermal expansion coe©cient mismatch with
the graphite, the coating cracks after fabrication, during its cooling. During
the NTR operation, the core degradation remains moderate in the region of the
hydrogen entrance into the core because cold hydrogen does not spontaneously
react chemically with the graphite matrix. However, in the core region above
1000 K, hydrocarbons form which get mixed with uranium particles and are
evacuated into the exhaust §ow. In the region above 1500 K, due to the thermal
expansion of the zirconium carbide, the cracks close again, and material creeping
makes the coating gas-tight again.
The NTER architecture o¨ers a unique opportunity to work around this
problem as shown in Fig. 6.
Unlike the NERVA engine, the hydrogen does not enter the nuclear engine
at low temperature, since the NTER cryogenic heat exchanger already heats
the hydrogen above 500 K. On this NERVA technology variant, an additional
heat exchanger with helium further preheats the hydrogen beyond 1500 K before
the entrance of the nuclear core channels, i. e., beyond the temperature range
where cracks can appear in the ZrC coating. For this purpose, the bimodal heat
provided by the core is increased so that helium comes out of the nuclear core
at a temperature of 2550 K, the same as for hydrogen. This heat exchanger
brings the helium exit temperature down below the technological temperature
limit for the turbine entry; if necessary, further heat is provided to hydrogen
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Figure 6 The NTER concept for a NERVA-derived nuclear core
by heat exchanger with the nuclear core structure and internal tubing as was
already achieved in NERVA.

5

THE NUCLEAR THERMAL ELECTRIC ROCKET
PREDESIGN AT ESTEC CONCURRENT DESIGN
FACILITY

The ESTEC Concurrent Design Facility (CDF) has performed in 2007 a feasibility assessment of the NTER concept. Figure 7 shows the con¦guration of the
NTER engine as from the CDF study.
Reference performance requirements were de¦ned based on a possible application for a human mission to Mars. Those are:
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Figure 7 The CDF design of the NTER engine. Dimensions are in millimeters
 speci¦c impulse: ∼ 900 s;
 thrust: ∼ 100 kN;
 restartability: > 3 times; and
 engine dry mass: < 30 t.
The main design issue was to ¦nd an optimal sharing of the ¦xed nuclear
reactor power between the one used to heat up directly the propellant §ow and
the one used to heat up a §uid working within a thermodynamic cycle that
generates induction power later transferred to the propellant §uid at a given
point of the engine nozzle.
The power handled by the thermodynamic cycle needs to be commensurate
with the physical and technological limits of its components (heat exchanger and
turbomachinery), with the total mass and volume of the system and with the
characteristics and constraints of electromagnetic induction (inductor design).
Above a certain power threshold, either the e©ciency of the thermodynamic
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cycle (and, thus, system performance) decreases dramatically, or the dimension
of the engine (including the inductor) becomes unrealistic. Below a certain power
threshold, the additional complexity of the thermodynamic cycle does not pay
o¨.
All components are arranged axially with all the thermodynamic cycle elements on the aft part and the nuclear reactor, the inductor and the nozzle at
the end. This is the simplest con¦guration, albeit not the most compact. Possibilities exist to come to a more parallelized con¦guration or to reduce the total
length by, for instance, using a centrifugal H2 compressor instead of an axial one.
System, §uidodynamics, and thermodynamic analysis was performed leading
to the performance results as follows:
 dry mass excluding margins = 23,500 kg;
 nozzle inlet temperature = 3250 K;
 nozzle inlet pressure = 42.15 bar;
 propellant mass §ow rate = 12.0 kg/s;
 thrust in vacuum = 111.2 kN; and
 Isp in vacuum = 921 s (expansion ratio = 100).

6

TESTING OF THE NUCLEAR THERMAL
ELECTRIC ROCKET ON GROUND

Another bene¦t of the NTER concept is that its architecture o¨ers the unique
opportunity to test the engine system on ground in fully con¦ned closed loop
conditions. This opportunity results again from the warm to high temperature
at the entry of the hydrogen into the nuclear core. The test facility concept is
presented in Fig. 8 for a NERVA-derived core engine.
The test facility concept is the following: the whole engine (except its nozzle)
is tested in closed loop under a con¦nement wall.
Downstream the sonic nozzle throat, a shock brings back the §ow to subsonic conditions and the extremely hot hydrogen §ow is sent towards a heat
exchanger which evacuates the heat through the con¦nement wall to the outside
environment, e. g., water §owing naturally from an altitude lake (the facility
shall be resistant to natural disasters such as earthquakes; therefore, a natural
altitude lake seems preferable to an arti¦cial water dam). Water ducts would be
redundant and feature overdimensioned bellow.
Hydrogen is then pumped by a circulation pump. This pump is a part of
the test equipment, not a part of the engine tested. It uses external power only
when the test is going on. The power is tuned such that the hydrogen pressure
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Figure 8 The ground test facility concept for the NTER engine
reaches the value it should have on an isolated engine at the entry of the heat
exchangers.
The external water §ow is tuned such that the temperature of the hydrogen
at the exit of the circulation pump equals the temperature it should have on an
isolated engine at the entry of the heat exchanger. The equality of hydrogen
pressure and temperature at the circuit exit and at the intermediate entry of the
engine enables closing the loop for the hydrogen §ow, which comes in contact
with the nuclear core while keeping all other operating parameters of the engine
identical to those of free §ight. The helium circuit is anyhow already nominally
working in close loop. In case nuclear ¦ssion products are released in the hydrogen or helium by erosion or even as the consequence of an engine malfunction,
those products remain con¦ned ¦rst in the circuit, and in any case under the
wall.
On the cold side of the hydrogen circuit, the heat exchanger is fed with
cryogenic hydrogen coming from the outside, with a mass §ow rate tuned equal
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to the mass §ow rate in the closed hydrogen circuit. The hydrogen at the exit
of the heat exchanger can be either burnt as shown in Fig. 8, or stored to be
relique¦ed later at a slower rate using a reasonably dimensioned liquefaction
plant for subsequent reuse.
Since the purpose of this facility is to qualify an engine which will operate in
space for a relatively short time (of the order of 1 h), the total testing duration
of an engine in the facility will be in only a few tens of hour. If such facility is
installed in a region with low seismic activity and out of reach of natural disaster
like tsunamis, a situation requiring stopping an on-going test is unlikely to happen. Should such situation still happen, the facility is designed to stop the thrust
simulation and operate autonomously its cooldown using its auxiliary Brayton
cycle, which by the way generates and stores its own electricity independent
from the grid. The cold source is provided by water §owing naturally from an
altitude lake, without any need for external mechanical or electric power nor for
any other §uid to be continuously provided to the facility. The capacity of the
lake might be considered unlimited if it is fed by a river with su©cient §ow rate.
Of course, the same kind of test facility can be designed with a CERMET-type
core design.

7

ADVANTAGES AND DRAWBACKS
OF THE NUCLEAR THERMAL
ELECTRIC ROCKET

As an outcome of the studies performed in ESTEC CDF, the following advantages and shortcomings of the NTER concept have been identi¦ed:
 advantages compared to other concepts:
• high speci¦c impulse, high thrust;
• no necessity to operate the nuclear core close to its technological temperature limit for getting a good performance (operating at lower
temperature increases the core life duration and the safety margins);
• less thermal stresses in the nuclear core;

• availability for the NERVA technology option of a workaround solution to avoid the hydrogen corrosion snag; and
• strong synergy with bimodal functions;
 advantages over the nuclear inductive concept previously proposed by ESA:
• plasma physics uncertainties avoided;
• mass gained due to the suppression of a large amount of intermediate
subsystems: turbine stator, mechanical shaft, alternator, impedance
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adapters, lines, coils, nozzle extension, o¨set by very few additions
(turboinductor rings and tungsten channels); and
• reliability gain also due to simpli¦cation and intermediate subsystems
suppression; and
 remaining shortcomings:
• engine system mass and complexity; and
• engine development costs (huge!).

However, the most decisive advantage of the NTER is the possibility o¨ered
to test the engine in fully con¦ned test conditions, robust to catastrophic events
from outside the containment wall.
It cannot be envisaged to skip future nuclear engine system tests on ground,
whatever the engine design chosen. The only technology, which was already
extensively tested is the NERVA technology, but the test results show that an
engine using on this core technology needs anyhow a di¨erent design and needs
to be retested. All other concepts relying on di¨erent core technologies must be
veri¦ed at the engine system level.
Several solutions have been proposed to perform the engine level tests, but
none provides fully con¦ned gas protection. Scrubbing the exhaust gases cannot
be e©cient 100%, especially in case an engine malfunction occurs, as it did occur
with NERVA. Dumping the exhaust gases in deep ground cavities can help to
dilute and ¦lter the radioactive particles, but this solution creates unbounded
quantities of polluted soil, with no certainty that the pollution will never migrate
back to the surface.
The sensitivity of the population to environmental protection is growing, and
the fear related to nuclear activities in general has not vanished.
Therefore, after a successful development and quali¦cation of all the necessary
subsystems, the engine system testing issue may remain in the end the only real
showstopper for future nuclear thermal rocket engines, unless the ground facility
concept associated to the NTER concept is used.

8

SAFETY AND REGULATORY ASPECTS

After the early experimental phases of nuclear physics and engineering, when the
safety of these activities played only a secondary role which was mainly dealt
with at laboratory level, the defence sector developed some early nuclear safety
requirements that were subsequently serving as a basis for the general nuclear
safety framework developed in parallel to the large-scale development of civilian
nuclear energy applications.
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Together with the Atoms for Peace programme of the U.S. government starting in the early 1953 and which led to the creation in 1957 of the main international nuclear organisation also dealing with nuclear safety, the Vienna-based
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), nuclear safety has early on been
recognized as being of international, transborder, and eventually global concern.
As a part of its core mandate, the IAEA establishes international standards
and guides covering nuclear safety, radiation protection, radioactive waste management, the transport of radioactive materials, the safety of nuclear fuel cycle
facilities, and the associated quality assurance. Under the umbrella of a recently
agreed high-level publication, the so-called ¤Safety Fundamentals¥ [6], the IAEA
safety standard series include generic standards as well as speci¦c ones for
 Nuclear Power Plants;
 Fuel Cycle Facilities;
 Research Reactors;
 Radioactive Waste Disposal Facilities;
 Mining and Milling;
 Application of Radiation Sources; and
 Transport of Radioactive Material.
In parallel, the speci¦cs of space applications of nuclear power sources have
triggered the development of dedicated, separate recommendations for the safety
of nuclear power source applications in space [7, 8].
For the purpose of this paper, the concept is brie§y analyzed with respect
to the provisions in these documents. For such an analysis, it is useful to keep
the separation between nuclear safety aspects related to the purely terrestrial
activities and those related to in-space activities.
Given the scope of the paper, regulatory and safety aspects related to the
engineering, laboratory work as well as transportation of associated nuclear material are not covered since these are relatively straight forward and not di¨erent
from many other nuclear activities. For terrestrial, pre§ight activities, the focus,
therefore, will be on the regulatory and safety aspects related to the ground
testing of the NTER concept.
Concerning the space activities, one could argue that the 1992 principles
do not or only partially apply to the NTER concept due to the a©rmation
in the preamble that the set of principles ¤applies to nuclear power sources in
outer space devoted to the generation of electric power on board space objects
for non-propulsive purposes, which have characteristics generally comparable to
those of systems used and missions performed at the time of the adoption of
the Principles.¥ The NTER concept clearly has some characteristics that are
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di¨erent to the systems used at time of adoption of the principles and the nuclear
energy is used for propulsive purposes in this concept.
One might still argue that the electric power generation aspects of the NTER,
which are not directly linked to propulsive purposes but for other energy needs
of, e. g., human missions would fall under the scope of the principles. In this
case, the most relevant technical provisions of the principles would be those in
Article 3, e. g., related to the prevention of potential contamination of outer
space and the restriction to using only highly enriched Uranium 235 as fuel.
The international Safety Framework for Nuclear Power Source Applications
in Outer Space, adopted end 2009 as part of the UN COPUOS report to the
UN General Assembly, follows a di¨erent approach than the NPS Principles
from 1992. The safety framework intends to be a model safety framework for
implementation at national or international level. It provides guidelines for governments, management as well as technical guidelines to achieve its objective of
¤protecting people and the environment in Earth biosphere from potential hazards associated with relevant launch, operation and end-of-service phases of space
nuclear power source applications.¥ Contrary to the principles, the framework
speci¦cally includes all applications of nuclear power sources, thus also those for
propulsion, but it also excludes some aspects included in the principles, such as
the protection of outer space and of humans involved in missions that use space
NPS applications.
It is useful to make a further distinction between the type of use of the NTER
concept: in case the system is used in Earth orbits, which include the option of
collisions with other objects or space debris and the option of reentry, the safety
assessment would be slightly di¨erent than if the nuclear reaction would only be
started once on an interplanetary trajectory with no possibility of any reentry
into Earth and thus also excluding Earth swing-by manoeuvres. For the following
assessment, the later is assumed as a baseline.
Chapter 5 of the framework deals with technical recommendations. The
prime provisions, therefore, would be related to the state of the nuclear reactor
during launch and early launch phases. The reactor most likely would have undergone only 0-power testing and would thus not contain any signi¦cant amount
of radioisotopes. The main focus, therefore, would be on the prevention of any
accidental criticality in case of launch accidents and situations created by launch
accidents. These might include scenarios such as intact or partially intact accidental landing of the reactor core in water, wet sand, or other media, which
could provide conditions for accidental chain reactions.
One of the main advantages of the proposed design over other nuclear propulsion options is the option to test the nuclear reactor, the engine, and the associated conversion system in a fully con¦ned environment with an essentially closedloop system. Since such development and operational tests are to be conducted
on ground, terrestrial regulations related to nuclear installations will determine
the details of the safety related aspects of such an installation. The general ap309
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proach to nuclear safety is handled slightly di¨erently in di¨erent countries. For
example, the safety of French nuclear reactors is based essentially on a deterministic approach, while others such as, e. g., the U.K. and the U.S. rely more
on probabilistic safety assessments. At this stage, it is of little added value to
speculate on the location of an eventual development and testing facility. Therefore, the considerations made so far are referring to the basic safety principles
adopted by all national regulations and consensually expressed within the IAEA
safety standards series.
Given the novel nature of such an installation as well as the one-o¨ type,
the most suitable IAEA safety series documents seem to be those related to
research reactors. Research reactors are de¦ned by the IAEA as ¤nuclear reactors used mainly for the generation and utilisation of radiation for research and
other purposes, such as the production of radioisotopes. This de¦nition excludes
nuclear reactors used for the production of electricity, naval propulsion, desalination or district heating¥ [9]. While the type of ground testing installation for
the NTER concept is not speci¦cally included, it is also not excluded and given
the strong R&D aspect of it, these regulations seem most appropriate to take as
a working baseline. Paragraph 1.9 of the IAEA Safety Requirements documents
for research reactors con¦rms this approach by providing speci¦cally for similar
cases as the one discussed that ¤Research reactors with power levels in excess of
several tens of megawatts, fast reactors, and reactors using experimental devices
such as high pressure and temperature loops, cold neutron sources and hot neutron sources may require the application of standards for power reactors and/or
additional safety measures. [. . .] For facilities of these kinds, the standards to be
applied, the extent of their application and any additional safety measures that
may need to be taken are required to be proposed by the operating organisation
and to be subject to approval by the regulatory body¥ [9].
The IAEA Safety Requirements report [9] intends to establish requirements
for all important areas of the safety of research reactors. In addition to requirements for design and operation, it also includes requirements on regulatory
control, management, veri¦cation of safety, quality assurance and site evaluation. While some of these requirements are the same as or similar to those for
nuclear power reactors, they are applied in accordance with the potential hazards
associated with the reactor by means of a graded approach.
The key principle that the intended terrestrial NTER testing installation will
have to conform with is the general concept of defence in depth, applied to all
safety related activities: organizational, behavioral, or design related. Application of the concept of defence in depth throughout design and operation provides
a graded protection against a wide variety of transients, anticipated operational
occurrences, and accidents.
The key mechanism for the assessment of the safety of such installation is
a safety analysis which needs to include all planned normal operational modes
of the nuclear installation and its performance in anticipated operational occur310
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rences, design basis accident conditions, and event sequences that may lead to
beyond design base accidents. These analyses usually need to be independently
assessed by the operating organization and the regulatory body.
Technically, the defence in depth approach includes also the three basic safety
functions mentioned, which can be summarized as (i) shutting down the reactor; (ii) cooling, in particular, the reactor core; and (iii) con¦ning radioactive
material. These are usually ful¦lled by incorporating into the design an appropriate combination of inherent and passive safety features, safety systems, and
engineered safety features, and by applying administrative procedures over the
lifetime of the reactor (e. g., the appropriate choice of materials and geometries
to provide prompt negative coe©cients of reactivity). Even though NTER ¦ring
times are planned to be relatively short in time, these requirements will still
likely shape some of the designs of the ground testing as well as possibly the
reactor design itself.

9

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Human far-space exploration constitutes a challenge which is commensurate only
with global cooperation. The NTER engine proposed in this perspective may
potentially be a technical enabler for a manned exploration mission to Mars as
well as other farther exploration missions.
This propulsion concept is o¨ered to be deeper investigated at worldwide
agencies level in order to verify its feasibility taking advantage of the worldwide
engineering know-how applied on a detailed design and assess its bene¦ts as
compared to other propulsion options.
Worldwide know-how and technologies will be needed to contribute to the
development of a manned interplanetary propulsion system, but except for the
nuclear core itself, many of the technologies relevant to the NTER concept are
readily available in Europe.
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